
Saulius Kulikauskas
(Front-End Web Developer)

I've worked in a variety of sectors over the past ten years
(banking, customer service, content creation, logistics). I
was able to develop a wide range of skills through my jobs in
several industries, including satisfying customer needs,
meeting deadlines, and KPI fulfilment.

I can operate both independently and in a group setting. I
am trustworthy, loyal, responsible, yet occasionally I may be
a bit of a perfectionist, but always willing to learn more.
Finding a place where my work will be appreciated and
acknowledged is what I am looking for.

Website: TH3RIV.github.io

Email: kulikauskas.saulius@gmail.com

Phone: +44 7486 424223

Location: Kettering, Northamptonshire, United Kingdom

Willing to relocate: Anywhere

Spoken languages: Lithuanian (Native), English (Fluent)

Driver's License: Full EU (2009-2021), Full UK (Since 2021)

Languages and Frameworks

Notable Projects

LIVE SITE CODE REPOSITORY

"Project MUNI"
A very simple one page concept to showcase the lore and images for one of
the most hated champions in the League of Legends world - Teemo. Main
idea was to replace every mention of Teemo with my friends online alias and
make it to embody the spirit of the devil.

Technology used: HTML, CSS, Boostrap

LIVE SITE CODE REPOSITORY

"Stop Being Bored!"
API usage based website that tries to cure your boredom by suggesting you
a random movie and a book. Main focus is on acquiring information from a
public API and then display it in a very simple and understandable format.
Future plans include adding more functionality and possibly a redesign.

Technology used: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Bulma, API, Axios

LIVE SITE CODE REPOSITORY

"vMix Rental" (redesign)
A redesign of a very outdated looking landing page to bring it into 21st
century. Main focus is on keeping it simple, yet making it a lot more
engaging and interactive to improve user experience. You can see the
original site here.

Technology used: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Bulma

Additional Information
Education

Professional bachelor's degree in Banking. 

Vilnius University of Applied Sciences (2010-2013)

Social Media

https://th3riv.github.io/
https://th3riv.github.io/Projects/Muni/
https://github.com/TH3RIV/TH3RIV.github.io/tree/main/Projects/Muni
https://th3riv.github.io/Projects/API-Project/
https://github.com/TH3RIV/TH3RIV.github.io/tree/main/Projects/API-Project
https://th3riv.github.io/Projects/Redesigns/vMix/
https://github.com/TH3RIV/TH3RIV.github.io/tree/main/Projects/Redesigns/vMix
https://vmix-rental.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/saulius-kulikauskas-95799a74/
http://www.facebook.com/TH3RIV
https://twitter.com/Rivera2444
https://www.frontendmentor.io/profile/TH3RIV

